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ABSTRACT 

The plasma-induced charging of 
surfaces during semiconductor processing 
has been measured noninvasively and in situ 
using microelectromechanical charge 
sensing devices. We have shown that this 
sensor reading can be used to predict 
degradation in Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 
(MOS) capacitors. The charging voltage 
scales with oxide thickness and is found to 
be a strong function of input rf power, 
chamber pressure and type of gas used in the 
plasma. 

INTRODUCTION 

Plasmas are being used extensively 
in modern integrated circuit manufacturing. 
During plasma processing, the wafer is 
subjected to bombardment fiom electrons, 
ions and photons. These fluxes lead to 
electrostatic charging of wafer surface, 
which result in degradation of gate 
dielectrics [ 1,2]. 

We have fabricated a device that can 
noninvasively measure this charging in situ 
in real time in the plasma reactor. We can 
also use this method to quickly map 
charging across the electrode. The charging 
is measured in situ by measuring the 
deflection of microcantilever. The 
measurement was then correlated with 
plasma-induced gate oxide degradation of 
MOS capacitors. 

A conducting micro-cantilever, 
suspended above, and electrically isolated 
from a conducting surface, can act as a 
charge-sensing structure. If the cantilever 
surface were to be charged, the substrate 
would mirror the charge, resulting in an 
electric field between the cantilever and the 
surface below and therefore the cantilever 
would bend as shown in fig. 1. The 
deflection can be measured by the shift in 
the reflected spot of a laser beam caused by 
the change in angle of reflection of the laser 
beam. The charge on the cantilever can then 
be inferred from the deflection. 

Fig.'[. Microscopic charge-sensing structure for (a) 
uncharged and (b) charged surfaces. 

Simple cantilevers might be difficult 
to use since the angle of deflection varies 
along the length of the cantilever, and 
focusing a laser beam onto a small portion 
of ithe cantilever inside an etching reactor 
mi@@ be difficult. We therefore modified 
the cantilever and fabricated paddles, 
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wherein a large area or pad is connected to 
the support by thin arms (Fig. 2). These 
structures had a nearly constant angle of 
deflection over most of the reflecting area, 
and the reflecting area was also enhanced. 
Various sizes of these structures were made 
so that each paddle detects a particular range 
of voltage. 

support 
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Fig. 2. Top and side views of the paddle structure 

The fabrication of the paddle 
structure and cantilevers was reported earlier 
[3]. The MOS capacitors were fabricated on 
n and p type (100) substrate with 5-20 R-cm 
resistivity. Gate oxide of different 
thicknesses (100, 125 A) were grown after a 
standard RCA clean at 850 O C .  All 
capacitors had an aluminum gate with 200 
nm thick field oxide and the ratio of area of 
metal on the field oxide to that on the gate 
oxide was about 0.42 . The capacitors were 
annealed after metallization at 400 O C  in 
forming gas for 30 min. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Prior to exposure to plasma, the 
devices were externally calibrated by 
observing the deflection in response to an 
applied electrical voltage applied between 
the polysilicon on top of the support and the 
substrate. 

Figure 3 illustrates the experimental 
set-up used to measure charging in-situ in 
the plasma reactor chamber. A He-Ne laser 
beam is directed into the reactor chamber 

through a quartz window on the top 
electrode. The unfocused laser beam covers 
several paddles of the same size and the 
reflected beam is projected onto a screen. 
When the plasma is on, charging occurs, and 
the reflected spot moves. The plasma- 
induced charging voltage can then be 
computed from this shift. - 

Laser 
Beam fi-om deflected 

Plasma Chamber 

\ Powered Electrode v RF power * 
Fig. 3. Experimental setup used to detect charge in 
plasma, showing reflected beam &om charged and 
uncharged sensor. 

Some of the cantilevers deflect far 
enough suffer "pull-in" [4] and touch the 
substrate when exposed to plasma. These 
cantilevers remain stuck even after the 
plasma is off. This can easily be checked 
with an optical microscope. The charging 
voltage can be then estimated by having a 
range of paddles with different pull-in 
voltages, and noting which ones have 
pulled-in. Charging voltages inferred by this 
technique match those measured directly. 
This method requires no optical ports and 
charging voltage across the electrode can be 
estimated. 

We have measured the plasma- 
induced charging voltage by these two 
methods in a parallel-plate diode type 
reactor with an electrode diameter of 24 cm 
with spacing between electrodes being 5 cm. 
The gases are injected into the chamber 
through a shower head in the top electrode. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The in situ method was used to 
measure the plasma-induced charging 
voltage at the electrode edge (9.5 cm fiom 
the center). The charging voltage was found 
to increase as RF input power was increased 
(Fig. 4(a)). We also measured charging 
voltages at different points on the electrode 
by the ex situ method. The charging voltage 
was found to be lower at the center 
compared to that at the edge (Fig. 4(b)). 
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Fig. 4. (a) Charging Voltage as a fhction of input rf 
power, (b) Charging Voltage as a function of position 
on the electrode. 

We then exposed the MOS 
capacitors to plasma, varying the rf power, 
time of exposure and the chamber pressure. 
The quasi-static (QS) capacitance vs. voltage 
(C-V) was measured after a fixed interval of 
time (14 min.). The QS C-V curve reflected 
the degradation of the gate oxide and this 

degiradation scaled with the sensor reading. 
Figure 5(a) shows the QS C-V curves of 
various devices exposed to Argon plasma at 
diffisrent rf powers for 1 min and fig. 5(b) 
shows the corresponding interface state 
density, clearly showing that the degradation 
of gate oxide scales with rf power. 
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Fig. 5 (a) Quasi-static C-V curves of devices exposed 
at viuying rf powers for 1 min, (b) corresponding 
interface state density as a function of position in the 
band gap. 

As reported in earlier work by others 
[ 5 ] ,  we matched the plasma-induced 
damage with that caused by DC bias 
stressing of the MOS capacitors. By varying 
the DC stress, we could estimate the 
electrical voltage on the gate during the 
plasma exposure by comparing QS C-V 
curves. We found that negative bias stress 
on the gate gave QS C-V curve which most 
clos,ely resembled that measured after 
plasma exposure (Fig. 6) .  Similar results 
were found for MOS capacitors with p-type 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of QS C-V curves of devices 
exposed to plasma and DC bias stressed. 
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Fig. 7. Charging voltage inferred from DC bias 
stressing and matching the QS C-V curves for n & p 
type substrate MOS capacitors. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of charging voltage as measured 
by sensor and inferred from QS C-V degradation at 
different rf power . 

substrates, and the plasma-induced voltage 
increased with oxide thickness [6] (Fig. 7). 
A comparison of the charging voltage as 

measured by the sensors at different plasma 
rf power and that inferred from the MOS 
capacitors is shown in fig. 8. There is a 
direct one-to-one relation between the two 
measurements. 

CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated a noninvasive 
method for quickly measuring plasma- 
induced charging in-situ and in real time in a 
plasma reactor. The method can also be used 
to map charging across large areas. We have 
shown that the sensor can be used to predict 
damage to gate oxides resulting from plasma 
process. 
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